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The Legend Behind it All
It was the year 1552, and a pirate sea captain known by the name of Captain Scarbrow was exploring, with his crew, a secluded
island in the South Atlantic. As they walked through a wooded area, the captain's glance came across a small, metal canister. The
captain noticed nothing special about the canister's appearance. It was plain in color, slightly rusted, and partially covered in dirt.
The captain had seen many just like it during his explorations, and so didn't give it much attention, except that one, quick glance. But,
as the Captain continued on, an overwhelming desire to look closer at the canister overcame him. Almost involuntarily, Captain
Scarbrow bent down, picked up the canister, brushed off the dirt, and opened the lid. Inside he found a crinkled, old note and on the
note a brief message:
"Heed ye this note and travel to the islands - Pillaged Islands. There, if ye be of adequate cunning, may search for and acquire three
small, stone treasures.“
Captain Scarbrow paused for a moment, wondering of the note's origins and the treasure of which it spoke. The captain then looked
up and noticed several intricately carved markings on a nearby tree. He hadn't noticed the carvings before and wasn't sure if they'd
been there all a long or had suddenly appeared. As the captain slowly approached the tree, he found himself suddenly able to
decipher the markings. The captain began dictating aloud the deciphering of the markings. They told of an ancient people who first
inhabited the island. While on the island the people enjoyed several generations of peace and prosperity. But in 1321, a young boy
catalyzed a chain of events that would have unintentional and far reaching consequences.
This young boy, one day, brought home three small stones he found while exploring the island's woods. The stones were of three
different colors and had a certain appeal to them that was surprisingly piercing. The boy was proud of his discovery and excitedly
showed the stones to many others throughout the village. Soon, though, the appeal was more than the people of the village could
control and anyone who laid eyes on the stones found themselves resorting to trickery, force, and cunning to obtain the stones. The
wise chief of the village observed the contention and knew the stones must be removed from his village. He ordered the stones to be
gathered in a cloth pouch and brought to him. With the pouch in his hands, the chief uttered a curse upon the stones banishing them
to a hidden world - a world only visible to those who sought after the three stones. There, those who desired the treasures could
contend and struggle for control of the stones isolated from the peaceful world the wise chief desired.
The hidden world consisted of several, uninhabited islands all of which spanned a storm riddled sea and whose currents were strong
enough to dictate the motion of any crew's ship that dared enter its waters. The only escape from the world was to put out any
inherent desire to obtain the stones.

As time passed, word spread and the legend grew. Some even claimed to have seen the hidden world with their own eyes. The world
was so often described as a place of such pillaging chaos that it soon caught the name - Pillaged Islands.
The markings on the tree ended at that point and Captain Scarbrow again paused to collect his thoughts. He was surprised. In all his
time sailing the seas and living the life of piracy, he hadn't heard of such a place as Pillaged Islands. Mystified, yet intrigued, the
captain turned to his crew and ordered everyone back to the ship. As they walked back, the captain thought about the stone
treasures and felt the desire to have them grow within him. When he and his crew reached the shore where they had anchored their
ship they looked out into the sea and saw a sight of unbelievable nature - cannons booming, monsters rising from the depths of the
sea, ships attempting to navigate storm riddle waters, and... barely noticeable, in the not far distance, on a passing ship - a small
cloth pouch matching the description from the markings on the tree. And so, with that, Captain Scarbrow and his crew found
themselves within the world of Pillaged Islands.
Now you and your pirate crew of scurvy swashbucklers have stumbled upon the same island that Captain Scarbrow did many years
ago. And, as you pass through the woods you have caught a glance of a small, metal canister.....
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Introduction
For a video tutorial on how to play visit: www.swashbucklerislands.com
Try to tame the high-tide seas within the world of Pillaged Islands in this game of
pirating chaos. The adventure is not for the faint of heart. In this fast-paced game of
twists and turns, you must travel around the islands, building up your band of scurvy
swashbuckling crew members and food supply in attempt to beat out the other players
and claim each pirate treasure for yourself.

General Description
Players move around the game board building up their crew and food supply. As soon as
you’ve accrued the minimum number you may lay haste to claim the appropriate
treasure piece. Each player gains points by claiming and holding on to treasure pieces.
First player to accrue 9 points wins!
Playing to 9 points with six players generally takes 60 minutes to play. For shorter
game play, players may choose a lower point total to which to play.

Game Pieces
Board – x1 Ships – x6 Game Pieces – x107
Sea Cards – x18
Dice – x6

Treasure Pieces – x3
Tracking Tokens – x7
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Initial Setup
1)

Randomly place one game piece face up on each island. (Pieces have a black ‘P’
printed on the back).

2)

Place all remaining game pieces face-down off to the side of the board for easy
access.

3)

Place the white cube in the zero space of the Manic Battle counter row.

4)

Distribute the three treasure pieces by rolling two dice and placing each treasure
piece as indicated by the roll number and corresponding island number printed on
the game board. Start with the least valuable treasure piece and work in ascending
order. Treasure pieces can start on the same island. Re-roll 12’s.

5)

Players select their ship, roll two dice, and place their ship on the appropriate Island
as indicated by the roll number and corresponding island number printed on the
game board. Players do not get the game piece located on the island. Players can
begin the game on the same island. Re-roll 12’s

6)

Players keep track of their points in their respectively colored points column on the
game board, using their marking cube. Cubes start below the corresponding “1” as
all players start with “0” points.

7)

Sea Cards are shuffled and placed in a pile to the side of the board.

8)

Players each draw and keep two game pieces from the pile. The player with the
lowest sum of their two pieces goes first and play continues in a clockwise direction.
Non-food and crew pieces count as zero. Roll in case of tie.
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Player Movement
1)

2)

On a player’s turn, the player has three options:

I.

Roll the black dice and move the number of spaces indicated by the roll.
Arrows and islands count as spaces.

II.

Move his/her ship two islands. In this case, the player must relinquish
their least valuable food or crew piece back to the pile.

III.

Battle another player. The player may only battle another player whose
items they are eligible to collect. For example, if the player whose turn it
is has 3 food and 3 crew they may not battle a player currently holding a
yellow or red treasure piece (see treasure section). When choosing to
battle another player, a Sea Card must be drawn at the end of the
player’s turn.

General movement rules that apply:
I.

Players may only move in the direction indicated by the arrows to follow
the currents of the sea.

II.

When a player passes by another player they first stop and battle the
player before continuing on their way (see battle section).

III.

When crossing a Sea Zone border players collect a Sea Card (max one
per turn, see Sea Card section).
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Collecting Game Pieces
1)

As players pass through an island they collect the game piece and replace it with
one from the pile.

2)

Players may have any number of food or crew pieces but only one parlay, cannon,
or sail piece in hand. If a player already has one of these three pieces and passes
over an island with the same piece he/she simply leaves the game piece on the
island.

3)

A parlay, cannon, and sail piece can only be used once then it is discarded.

4)

If a crew (purple) or food (orange) game piece is collected the player adds the
piece to their supply in hand.

5)

If a parlay game piece is collected, the player may use this piece at any point in
the game to deny a battle.

6)

If an island with a swashbuckler piece is visited, the game piece is placed
anywhere within the sea zone in which it was uncovered. This sea zone now
provides an additional point for any player holding a treasure if their ship is
located within the sea zone (see points section for point system). If during the
game multiple swashbuckler pieces are uncovered within a sea zone, then two
points are added (two pieces), and so on.

7)

A cannon piece allows the player to have and additional roll during a battle. The
piece must be played prior to beginning the battle.

8)

A sail piece allows a player, on the turn in which the piece was played, to move in
any direction around the board, without need to heed the currents of the sea.
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Treasure Pieces (Points)
1)

Players must first obtain the minimum number of each of the crew and food in
order to claim each treasure piece. The minimum number of crew and food are
indicated on the board.

2)

Once a player has acquired the minimum number of crew and food they may go
claim the appropriate treasure piece simply by passing by, or landing at the
current location of the respective treasure piece. Once a player claims a
treasure piece they now hold onto it.

3)

Players may hold any combination of treasure pieces. The value of each
treasure piece is printed on the game board.

4)

If, at the end of a player’s turn, they are holding a treasure piece(s), they get to
count those points towards their total. For example, if a player’s turn concludes
and they are holding the red and yellow treasure pieces they get five points
towards their total.

5)

If a player loses their treasure piece for any reason, they must first leave and
return to the location of the treasure piece in order to reclaim it.

6)

Players track their points on the game board.
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Battle Rules
1)

If a player, during their turn, passes by another player they must first engage
in a battle before continuing on their journey.

2)

If the passing happens on an island, the player whose turn it is, first picks up
the game piece then engages in the battle with the respective person(s).

3)

After battle, the player continues on their way if moves remain.

4)

Battles can include more than two players. The winner of a multiplayer battle
may choose any one of the other battlers from whom to take the items.

5)

If no outright winner, players keep their respective game pieces and treasures.

6)

There are two types of player battles: Sea Battles and Swashbuckler Battles.

Sea Battle
If neither player currently holds a treasure piece then they engage in a Sea Battle. Instead
each player’s most valuable crew and food piece are at play. The rules are as follows:
1)

Each player rolls one die three times, and each roll adds to the subsequent roll.

2)

The player with the highest tally after three rolls gets the other player’s most
valuable crew and food game piece.
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Swashbuckler Battle
If one or both players is currently holding a treasure piece(s), then the players engage
in a Swashbuckler Battle during which the treasure piece(s) are at stake. Here is what
is specifically at stake given a players condition:
• If a player has one or more treasure pieces – that player’s treasure pieces
and their lowest value crew and food piece are at stake.
• If a player does not have a treasure piece – that player’s most valuable
crew and food piece are at stake.
1)

Players roll both dice three times, and each roll is added to the subsequent roll.

2)

Then each player draws a game piece from the pile and adds the value of the
game piece to their dice roll total if a crew or food piece is drawn. A non-food or
non-crew piece count as zero, except for the swashbuckler piece. If a
swashbuckler piece is drawn the player automatically wins the battle, otherwise
the player with the highest total wins!

3)

The players do not add the crew or food piece they drew from the pile to their
game pieces. They are simply returned to the game piece pile.

4)

The player that wins the battle may only take the treasure pieces for which they
have the minimum number of crew and food. Other treasure pieces that cannot
be claimed are simply left unclaimed on the board at their current location.

VS.
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Sea Cards –
Crossing Sea Zones
1)

If a player crosses a sea zone during their turn they must collect a Sea Card. Sea
Zones are indicated on the game board. Each Sea Card has instructions on how to
proceed.

2)

Only one Sea Card may be collected during a player’s turn. Therefore, if a player
crosses a sea zone border more than once during their turn only one card is
collected. The Sea Card is collected at the very end of a player’s turn but before
points are tallied for their respective turn.

3)

Orange Sea Cards are played immediately. Blue Sea Cards may be played
immediately, held for use on a subsequent turn, or used at any point as indicated
by the card. Only one Sea Card may be played during a player’s turn.

4)

If a Sea Card is played that requires a player to lose crew or food pieces and that
player currently has a treasure piece they must evaluate whether they still meet
the minimum number required to hold the respective treasure piece(s). If the
player has dropped below the minimum then they must leave behind the treasure
piece(s) at their current location on the board.

5)

If a Sea Card requires a player to move their ship to an island, the player does not
collect the game piece.

6)

Players may hold at most two cards in hand. If a player currently holds two cards,
and crosses a sea zone on their turn, the player does not collect a new card, but
is required to play one of the cards in hand.

Zone 2

Zone 1
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Manic Battle
1)

Whenever a Sea Card is played, move the white cube one space towards Manic
Battle. When the marker reaches the Manic Battle space, the battle ensues!
After the battle the marker resets at zero.

2)

All players must move their ships to Ahoy Island and draw one game piece
from the game piece pile to add to the loot pile.

3)

Players place the game pieces in a pile, face-up, so everyone can see what is
in the loot pile. If a player draws a swashbuckler piece they redraw until a
another piece is drawn.

4)

The first player to roll a seven gets to keep the loot! The player who completed
the counter goes first and rolling proceeds clockwise. If no player rolls a seven
the loot is returned to the game piece pile. In this case, make sure to rescramble the game piece pile.

5)

If specialty pieces are part of the loot the winner chooses among the pieces in
the loot and any pieces they may be holding which two to keep.

Final Note
As always have fun! Think of the rules more as guidelines to get your own creating
mind going – make the game your own and modify, adjust, or ignore rules as you
please! Also, we are always interested in feedback so please let us know what you
think. Refer to the back cover for our contact information.
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We’d love to hear your comments and feedback.
Please send emails to cavelgames@gmail.com

www.cavelgames.com
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